Turning the tide:

T

he benefits of floating LNG regasification (floating regas) are clear: it eliminates land-based LNG storage and
regasification facilities, provides greater optionality and flexibility than land-based alternatives, and potentially reduces
project development CAPEX and schedules. The combination of these benefits, and the additional factors noted below,
has resulted in a steady and increasing number of floating regas projects around the world, with floating regas increasingly
becoming the preferred option for many developers of LNG regasification projects.

Increased versatility and flexibility

Numerous industry and technological developments have taken place since the launch of the first floating regas project
that have increased the versatility of floating regas as a source of natural gas. This versatility has increased the relative
attractiveness of such projects in the context of traditional LNG import projects and in relation to new applications, where the
cost and time to develop a land-based solution might be prohibitive.

John White and Tom Holmberg, Baker Botts L.L.P., explain why
floating regasification is becoming an increasingly popular solution.

Figure 1. The Klaipėda LNG terminal.

Vessel optionality and flexibility

Vessel size and capacity has increased significantly from
125 000 m3 vessels to 170 000 m3, and potentially larger,
thereby mitigating LNG storage and regasification capacity
issues. Floating storage and regasification units (FSRUs) can
also be paired with other assets, such as floating storage
units (FSUs) and floating storage regasification power units
(FSRPUs), providing significant additional LNG storage
capacity and versatility to meet the needs of any particular
project. Further, vessel ‘bridging’ options can address short or
medium-term capacity issues, whereby an FSRU or FSU can be
chartered on a bridging basis for a relatively short period of
time.
In addition to the above, floating regas projects provide
inherent flexibility. For example, various vessel sizes can be
selected for any FSRU or FSU/FSRPU combination to allow for
smaller scale initial operations, with additional or larger
vessels being added as necessary to increase scale. Further, the
assets can be redeployed at any time (within overall asset life
parameters) with virtually no restriction. This flexibility can
provide a beneficial economic effect (where the vessel’s useful
life expectancy is longer than the needs of the project) and
mitigates general deployment risk.

Technical advances

Technological advances have also reduced the cost and time to
develop a floating regas project. The use of flexible LNG hoses
for ship-to-ship (STS) LNG transfers is one such example. Use
of flexible LNG hoses can significantly reduce project CAPEX
and project completion time by eliminating the need for a
jetty (and the related LNG transfer system) between the LNG
carrier and FSRU. Additional cost and time savings can also be
achieved by using a mooring system, which requires flexible
hoses for LNG transfer, instead of a pier or terminal for the
FSRU, thereby potentially eliminating the need for any pier
or terminal when operating in relatively benign metocean
conditions.

Operating practices and increasing
functionality

Additional terminal functionality and more sophisticated
operating practices have also been implemented in novel
ways that allows a floating regas project to become an ‘LNG
hub’, thereby facilitating additional LNG and gas trading
and marketing activities. As noted below, the Klaipėda LNG
terminal in Lithuania is an interesting example of this LNG
hub application, where LNG bulk-breaking capabilities, a
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small scale LNG terminal, and flexible customer LNG swap
arrangements, have been combined to create additional LNG
demand and revenues in a relatively new LNG and gas market.
As a result of the above developments, floating regas
projects can now be implemented with sufficient scale to fill
the role traditionally occupied by land-based terminals – with
multiple terminal users and multiple uses – but with greater
flexibility and reduced CAPEX and time to completion.

From difficult birth to first
commercial operations

Somewhat ironically, the first attempt at developing a
floating regas project was undertaken in anticipation of a
‘regasification bottleneck’ in relation to US LNG imports
around 2000. Ultimately, these projects were cancelled or
suspended largely (but, it has to be said, not solely) due to
the major LNG ‘reversal’ in the US resulting from the shale gas
phenomenon.
Despite this, the mid-2000s proved to be a time of
opportunity and success for FSRU projects. For example, YPF’s
Bahía Blanca project in Argentina and Petrobras’ Pecém FSRU
project in Brazil each commenced commercial operations in
2008 (followed closely by Petrobras’ FSRU project in
Guanabara Bay, which commenced commercial operations in
2009). While YPF chartered a purpose-built Excelerate vessel,
Petrobras chartered two converted LNG carriers (Golar Spirit
and Golar Winter). The time from inception to operation and
resultant CAPEX savings from using existing LNG carriers were
key to the implementation of these Petrobras projects. Further,
allowing for long-lead items, slot reservation and construction
of land/terminal side assets, these projects demonstrated that
a two-year implementation period was feasible.
There followed in relatively quick succession a number of
successful FSRU projects around the world, with the result
that, according to the GIIGNL 2017 Annual Report, the world
FSRU fleet comprised 24 units at the end of 2016, with nine
FSRUs on order, and six to be delivered in 2017. Counting the
anticipated 2017 FSRU deliveries, the 30-unit world fleet
represents a significant success story that is likely to continue
into the future.

Expanding roles and functions
Klaipėda LNG terminal

The Klaipėda LNG terminal in Lithuania is an example
of a floating regas project with multiple users and uses.
This terminal was developed in less than three years and

Figure 2. FSRU Höegh Grace in Cartagena, Colombia.

commenced operations in October 2014. It is being operated by
Klaipėdos Nafta (KN) – the Lithuanian government-controlled
energy company. The FSRU terminal was developed as a fast-track
solution to address energy security issues and to diversify the
natural gas market in the Baltic states.
The terminal consists of a pier at which the Höegh-owned
and operated FSRU Independence (with an LNG storage capacity
of 170 000 m3 and regasification capacity of 384 million ft3/d) is
permanently moored, with a gas metering station and related
assets. LNG transfer operations from the LNG carrier are
performed using flexible hoses, rather than an over-the-jetty
transfer system. An almost 18 km pipeline connects the LNG
terminal and a natural gas distribution station operated by
Amber Grid AB – Lithuania’s natural gas system operator.
The Klaipėda LNG terminal started operations with a single
client (LITGAS) and a single LNG supplier (Statoil) in 2014.
However, the terminal began serving multiple terminal users and
receiving LNG from multiple upstream LNG suppliers during 2016.
In January 2017, the 15 600 m3 vessel Coral Energy began
loading small scale LNG cargoes at the terminal for delivery in
the region. This innovative service is unique in that it is the first
continuous LNG reload service from an FSRU terminal for use in
the small scale LNG market. The regional LNG marketing activities
will be further enhanced in 2018 with the addition of another
bunkering and transportation vessel (with 7500 m3 LNG capacity).
This vessel will provide LNG transport services to KN’s small scale
LNG reloading and bunkering station (noted below) as well as
small scale terminals in the Baltic and North Sea. As a result, the
Klaipėda LNG terminal now operates not only in a multi-user
mode, but also in a multi-service mode.
Further augmenting its potential for small scale LNG
operations, KN is constructing a satellite terminal near the
Klaipėda LNG terminal that will include a small scale LNG
reloading and bunkering station. Utilising the bulk-breaking
services available at the terminal, the satellite station will
commence operations later in 2017, and will have a storage
capacity of 5000 m3 by 2018.
Another new initiative at the Klaipėda LNG terminal is the
‘Lithuanian LNG Cluster’. The cluster aims to establish Lithuania
as an LNG technology and distribution centre in the Baltic Sea
region, by developing knowledge, technology, and business
partnerships.
The terminal is operated on a third-party access basis, and KN
has implemented an innovative LNG swap program for terminal
users. This program enables simultaneous use of the terminal by
multiple users, creating greater customer flexibility and asset
efficiency. KN’s philosophy in this regard is that by introducing

third-party access and flexible multi-user services, LNG import
terminals are able to expand into smaller, yet high value markets.
More specifically, the Klaipėda LNG terminal enables multiple
users to share the LNG stored in the FSRU and to regasify such
LNG, to a considerable degree, independent from their own cargo
arrivals. Terminal users are able to access LNG that was physically
delivered by another user by providing appropriate commercial
guarantees as to the delivery of replacement LNG for joint use by
other customers. KN believes that the ability to extend the
regasification period is key for deliveries into new and shallow
markets, normally supplied by small traders with a limited
customer base.
In just three years, the Klaipėda LNG terminal has achieved its
stated goals by creating an alternative gas market that supplies
gas into six countries in the Baltic Sea region. The positive impact
of the Klaipėda LNG terminal on the local and regional market
is clear. However, given the size of the local market and the
larger regional gas issues, it is also clear that the project would,
most likely, not have proceeded as a land-based project, both on
a cost and time basis. According to KN, the terminal’s cost would
have been 50% higher and the implementation period two years
longer if built onshore.

New markets and FSRU opportunities

The advantages of floating regas projects, and the current
relative state of abundant supply in the LNG market, has led
LNG suppliers and project developers to consider deploying
floating regas projects in a growing number of non-traditional
contexts and markets to serve non-traditional buyers.
One example is the growing number of LNG to power
projects being considered in various locations around the world.
For the reasons noted above, not only is the floating regas
option well-suited to provide the infrastructure solution for such
buyers (and projects), it is now also capable of performing many
of the same functions traditionally reserved for land-based
alternatives. This includes the creation of an ‘LNG hub’ with
bulk-breaking of cargoes for regional sales and distribution,
small scale terminal facilities to provide LNG for transportation,
and flexible customer use arrangements that encourage and
support new markets.
Accordingly, floating regas projects are being proposed in
many areas around the world, including developing countries,
where the cost of a land-based terminal might otherwise have
been prohibitively expensive or taken too long to develop. In the
process, these projects are helping to bring gas and, in many
cases, power to areas with urgent needs for such resources and
replacing other, less clean sources of energy, such as diesel,
naphtha, and fuel oil.

Conclusions

Market observers can expect to see continued growth in the
deployment and development of floating regas projects. As this
growth continues, floating regas will be an important driver
of the LNG market, increasing both the ‘footprint’ of LNG use
worldwide and the variety of uses of LNG.

Note

The authors would like to acknowledge the contribution of
Klaipėdos Nafta, including members of the team responsible for
developing the Klaipėda LNG terminal, in the preparation of this
article.
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LNG Advice for a Dynamic Market
The global LNG business is changing—but change is the
constant of this industry. For more than three decades, we’ve
worked in close partnership with our clients to develop their
projects, close their deals and resolve their disputes in this
dynamic market. From complex, world class LNG liquefaction
and regasification projects, to investments in small-scale and
floating LNG, to handling LNG price review negotiations and
arbitrations, we know every aspect of the LNG business.
It’s in the Numbers
100 LNG projects worldwide
50+ lawyers with LNG industry experience
100+ LNG sales agreements negotiated
85+ LNG vessels chartered
60+ negotiated shipbuilding contracts
LNG projects and transactions frequently represent historic
investments that define the future business of a company.
Underestimating the smallest detail can have large, unintended
consequences, especially when disputes arise. Our experience
includes navigating our clients around the shoals of some of
the most complex LNG projects and transactions in the history
of the industry.
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